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Abstract: The purpose of this paper was to identify the trends in cosmetology field. This paper also provides the definition of cosmetology, cosmetics, and other pertinent terms. Gathered articles were identified using electronic databases such as Google Scholar, Science Direct and Eric from year 2010 to 2019. These reviews found that training and earning professional licensing are crucial for cosmetologist to sustain in the beauty industry. Furthermore, these reviews bring researcher to relate that there is a lack of study in cosmetology education and teaching. Whereas, this cosmetology field is vast and growing nowadays. So that, the results of this study suggest that future study needs to be conducted to examine the educational intervention on effective learning and teaching strategies in cosmetology fields. This will provide more information required for the development of cosmetology curriculum to support students’ academic interests, knowledge and skills in cosmetology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education is a sequence of process to develop the ability, attitude and behavior of individuals in a holistic and integrated way [1]. Education also is a crucial and beneficial resource to sustain the economic growth and productivity of a nation [2]. There are conventional and technical and vocational education (TVET) regard to [1]. Due to the rapid improvement of technology and elevation of living standards, cosmetology education (CE) become one of the demanding branches of TVET that is intentionally related to aesthetics, beauty care and treatment [3] and it involves a broad range of studies from aesthetics to health and from cosmetics to care [1], [4], state that cosmetology fields have existed on the world since the ancient times of the early 3000's (BC). During that time, The Egyptians are embracing the culture of embellishments as a luxury style / trend [5]. Finally, the embellishments culture turns into a personal beautification habit, preparation of the deceased for burial or preparation for religious ceremonies. The Egyptians produced their cosmetic products from minerals, insects and berries. Subsequently, history also shows that the cosmetology field was evolved by The Chinese during the Shang Dynasty (circa 1600 BC), followed by The Greeks (circa 500 BC) and The Romans. Next, it was further developed by The Middle Ages (AD 476 to 1450), The Renaissance, The Victorian Age (1837 to 1901), The Twentieth Century (1901-2000) and to this day. Numerous changes have been occurred over the time in terms of cosmetic products, the use of technology and career path that individuals can pursue in this field. The career that is merged into this field are cosmetologists, hairdressers, trichologists, aestheticians, nail technicians, cosmeatrics [6] and others. So that, to have a quality career in beauty sector, CE is very essential to the beauty industry as it is one of the industries that contribute to a country's economic growth [1]. Nowadays, no longer women but even men are also taken substantially serious against the aesthetics and beauty care [7]; [8]. According to [1] and [4], CE not only exposes knowledge and skills in beauty care and treatment but additionally educates people on the attitudes and behavior that need to be applied in the career to be pursued. CE is taught to the students and who is interested in beauty sectors through formal and informal education way [1]. Formal education in CE regard to [1] is the type of education which is regulated by the laws and aims to provide individuals with general and vocational knowledge while informal education is education that can occur outside a structured curriculum. Formal CE in Malaysia is taught in several Public (IPTA) and Private Institutions of Higher Learning (IPTS); Community Colleges (JPPKK); Vocational Colleges (KV); Upper Secondary Vocational Program (PVMA) under the National Secondary Schools (SMK) and Giatmara. Whilst, the informal CE is taught in private workshops whether for free or paid. Technical knowledge and skills or hard skills that are emphasized in CE includes cares and treatments for the face; body; hand, foot and nail (manicure & pedicure); hair; epilation and make up. Other than that, CE also emphasized on life skills and soft skills [4]. Communication skills [9]; [10]; professional ethics and moral [11]; [12]; [13] and entrepreneurial skills [14] are the amongst of the soft skills.
that are essential in CE and beauty career. It is crucial to nurture soft skills amongst the CE students due to this sector are related to service providers and is closely to customers. [14] emphasize that cosmetology students who are poor in hard skills and soft skills will be challenging in sustaining their profession. In this article, researchers aim to outline past studies related to cosmetology field.

II. DEFINITIONS AND CAREER PATH RELATED TO COSMETOLOGY FIELD

There are various terms that related to cosmetology field that we need to know. The important term is the definitions of cosmetology itself which can be defined as “the body beautiful” and practices that related to this study [6]. Next is dermatology which is it specialty field focus to all matters of the skin in health and disease. [6]. Another term that related is the cosmetic term. It refers to the quality of the beauty or the product used to expose the external individuals’ beauty. There are two types of cosmetic products which are skincare products and make-up products. The skincare products are normally used to care the skin health, to attain soft, supple pores and skin and so to prevent negative effects due to external causes while the make-up products used to minimize the facial defects, enhance beauty and concealed the blemishes [6].

Individuals who are educated in cosmetology can pursue a career as a hairdresser, cosmetologist, beautician, body care and massage specialist, esthetician, nail technician, cosmeatric, make-up artist, beauty therapist, beauty consultant and dermatologist [9]; [5]; [1]; [3]. [6] states that cosmetologist is synonym to beautician. However, there is a contradiction among experts about the term cosmetologist where some experts classify cosmetologists as scientists who produce cosmetic products such as chemists, pharmacists, pharmacologists and cosmetic chemists [6]. But, [9] and [5] revealed that cosmetologist as individuals who received training and also hold professional license in the art of cutting and styling hair, manicuring nails, performing skin treatments and applying make-up.

Other than cosmetologist, dermatologist and trichologist are also the careers that related to cosmetology. Different with other cosmetology career whereby they work in salons or spas, dermatologist and trichologist employed in hospitals and clinics. Dermatologist must be knowledgeable on the biochemistry, skin physiology, pathology and pathophysiology [3]; [6]. They have to master in this sub field due to the different types of customers’ skin condition [6].

Next career is make-up artist and beauticians where they have to master in make-up skills, face anatomy, biochemistry, skin physiology, pathology and pathophysiology [3]; [6]. They have to master in this sub field due to the different types of customers’ skin condition [6]. Before they start to make-up their customers, they have to examine their customers’ contra indications to avoid the negative effects on the customers’ skin. Nowadays, the online shop was considered the best for preference and reliability for customers to buy skincare products [15] but they still attached greater weight to its quality, price and ingredients [16]. Other than that is cosmiatric where this term of career is given by [6]. The cosmiatric term is derived from the word Greek which is cosmos and iatros. Cosmos means beautiful while iatros means physicians. So, [6] declared that cosmiatric as individual who gives beauty treatments to the clients.

III. COSMETOLOGY FIELD AMONG THE WORLD

The cosmetology education is being taught to the students and who is interested all over the world. In Turkey, they declared cosmetology education as esthetician education and it is performed as formal and informal training [1]. Formal cosmetology education in Turkey aims to provide individuals with general and vocational knowledge and institutions which offering formal education consist of professional secondary and higher education cosmetology training schools. Whils informal cosmetology education on the other hand is offered in the form of short-term vocational courses conducted by both public and private institutions.

While in Arizona, to become a cosmetologist, students can start their cosmetology training in vocational high school before they get their high school diploma [5]. After graduate in high school, they have to complete some training whether at a college or university and earn a cosmetology license before they are legitimate as cosmetologist [17]. [5] states that to earn a licensed for cosmetologist, students need to complete hours of practice and training to gain experience and it is differences among the countries. In Arizona, students need to complete 1600 hours of training, New York for 1000 hours of training, United States for 2000 hours of training. Idaho for 2000 hours of training or 4000 hours of apprenticeships just to earn for cosmetologist license.

In Malaysia, there are four departments under Ministry of Education Malaysia (Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia-KPM) which offered courses related to cosmetology. The departments are Higher Education Department (Jabatan Pendidikan Tinggi-JPT), Department of Polytechnic Education and Community College (Jabatan Pendidikan Politeknik dan Kolej Komuniti-JPPKK), Technical and Vocational Education Division (Bahagian Pendidikan Teknik dan Vokasional-BPTV) and Public Skills Training Institutes (Institut Latihan Kemahiran Awam-ILKA). However, the name of the program or course used are different by each institution. Some institutions under the JPPKK, BPTV and ILKA offer Malaysian Skills Certificate (SKM) level 1 to 3; Malaysian Skills Diploma (DKM) Level 4; Malaysian Advanced Skills Diploma (DKLM) Level 5; Malaysian Vocational Diploma (DVM) or Vocational Training Officer (VTO) to students who are qualified.
So that, they can build up their career in the industry, self-employed in their own beauty organization or accredited centers to trained others. But, it is different to IPTA which offered this vocational education under education programmed whereby it is designed to provide graduates with the knowledge, skills and qualifications to teach cosmetology education in high school or vocational college. Despite that, Faculty of Technical and Vocational, Universiti Pendidikan Sultan Idris (UPSI) gave advantage for students to acquire SKM certificate in cosmetology level 2 as value added in preparation for them to teach. [18] suggest that experienced and quality teachers are significant parameter for students to get much interests in such field. Therefore, for being a quality cosmetology teacher, cosmetology students should not only depend on the certificate they earned, but they have to master in cosmetology knowledge, hard skills, soft skills and life skills [5]; [4].

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The matrix literature review of results analyses is retrieved from hand searches and computerized databases like Google Scholar, ERIC, PubMed, ScienceDirect and Emerald Insight.
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V. RESULT ANALYSIS

Researcher found that previous studies are focus on job performance in beauty industry, cosmetology education and training qualification. There are nine studies focused on Korean cosmetology field [19]; [20]; [21]; [22]; [23]; [24]; [25]; [26]; [27]. Other than that, each study examined Pakistan cosmetology field [12], Midwest cosmetology field [28], Netherlands cosmetology field [11], Turkey cosmetology field [1], Taiwan cosmetology field [29] and Ghana cosmetology field were also included in this review. Regarding the year of publication, two articles were published in 2019 [19]; [25], eight articles were published in 2018 [20]; [21]; [22]; [23]; [26]; [11]; [12]; [27] and two studies were published in 2016 [29]; [2]. Other than that, an article was published in 2014 [24] and 2012 [1].

Past studies have identified that to maintain a successful beauty company and to obtain quality of work environment, emotional intelligence [19], coaching leadership [30] have a good communication [20] needs to be managed efficiently. The study that has been done by [19] involve hair salon workers in Seoul and Gyeonggi-do whereby they conducted their study on emotional intelligence, customer orientation and organizational performance. They found that emotional intelligence had a significant effect on customer orientation and organizational performance.

Apart from that, [19] in their study found other than emotional intelligent, coaching leadership and good communication among all members and clients also show positive significant effect on organizational performance. To have a quality organizational performance in beauty industry, [21] revealed that self-esteem improvement training, stress management and active corresponding measures are necessary to nurture among the cosmetology students before they start to work in the beauty industry. Other than [20], [22]; [23] in their studies also affirm that communication has a significant effect on organizational trust and it is the important factor for corporate performance.

They conduct a quantitative study in Korea which involved employees in Seoul and Gyeonggi. On another note, 502 4-year students majoring in cosmetology at college in Seoul, Gyeonggi-do, Jeollabuk-do and Chungcheongnamdo needs of the cosmetology curriculums and more classes to improve their cosmetology skills and learn theories [24]. Studies also found that the school systems of the research participants’ colleges were not concerned with the cosmetology-related majors and the curriculums. Whereas, cosmetology careers influence refers to individual’s self-knowledge and skills to sustain in their profession [28]. In addition, [26] also affirm that practical training was very helpful in student’s prior preparation for work for them to gain knowledge and firm their skills. [12] conducted a study on ethical dilemmas encountered in clinical practice. There are twelve dermatologists in Pakistan have been interviewed by them. They found that ethics education should be implemented through structured programmed to reduce carelessness and ethical issues among dermatologists when handling the clients. [11] also admit that cosmetologists and cosmetology students have to go for training and earn qualification certificate before start working in beauty industry to take care of safety and quality standards both technical and ethical in this field. Other than that, training also important for cosmetology students to upskill their communication skills [1], [2] also insist that precious knowledge usually gaining from training and only individuals that work hard and have good attitude will get the tacit knowledge from the master.

VI. DISCUSSION

Various study revealed that in order to compete in the rapidly changing cosmetology industry, it is very important for cosmetologists and cosmetology students to be knowledgeable [28]; [3] and skillful not only on hard skills but also soft skills [31]. [11] and [3] insist that whoever dabble in this field have to go thorough training and qualification before giving treatments to clients. [19] and
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[23] in their studies also revealed that cosmetologists need educational support, coaching leadership [20], stress management and self-esteem improvement training [21] not only to be knowledgeable and skillful but also learn how to manage their emotional intelligence sufficiently, to maintain job performance and also to have good communications [22]. It is also actually important for managers to scale down the number of turnovers among cosmetologists [21]. The reason is once the students enter the working environment, they have to make sure the satisfaction of their clients regarding the treatments given and the consultation given [3]. Cosmetologist will be working with people, listening and talking to the clients, learning about the clients and also building relationships with clients [5]. [24] also found that students in Korea need systematic curriculum and extra classes to master up their knowledge and skills on cosmetology field.

[26] also revealed that it is important to have practical training for the cosmetology students as it is useful for their local experiences and preparation for their career. A study by [32] also found that medical students who are expose to workshop and training can build up their improved knowledge and skills. Other than that, [25] also studied on beauty preferences on teachers when they are teaching cosmetology students. He found that students are more interest to learn when teachers have attractive appearances. In order to be knowledgeable and skillful, cosmetologists have to maintain good relationships with the master because they are willing to share knowledge only with whom they have a pleasant relationship [2].

Table- 1: The matrix literature review of result analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Size of Sample</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Data Collection Method</th>
<th>Analysis Techniques</th>
<th>Key Findings / Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yeo &amp; Park</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Hair salon workers in Seoul and Gyeonggi-do</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>CFA, SEM</td>
<td>Cosmetologists need systemic and educational support to deal with their full emotional range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeo &amp; Park</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Hair salon workers in Seoul and Gyeonggi-do</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>CFA, SEM</td>
<td>problem-solving ability and job performance are depending on coaching leadership and good communication among all members.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seo &amp; Park</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Skin care salons in Seoul and Gyeonggi-do</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>EFA, SEM</td>
<td>Systematic education (self-esteem improvement training, stress management and active corresponding measures) are necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin &amp; Park</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Make-up employees in Seoul and Gyeonggi</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication has significant effect on organizational trust and innovation behavior and these are important factors for corporate performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim &amp; Lee</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Employees working in Seoul and Gyeonggi beauty industry</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Correlation, simple regression, bootstrapping test</td>
<td></td>
<td>Management support education and training, the compensation system and internal communication were found to be the internal marketing factors affecting job satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard et al.</td>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>11th-12th grade students</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>QLI</td>
<td>Semi structured IV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Job/career influences refers self-knowledge, support, role models, helping others and financial benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim &amp; Song</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Majoring in cosmetology 4y students at college in Seoul, Gyeonggi-do, Jeollabuk-do and Chungcheongnam-do</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Crossover analysis (X2-test), t-test, One-Way ANOVA (Duncan-test)</td>
<td>Needs of the cosmetology curriculums and more classes to improve skills and learn theories and the school systems of the research participants’ colleges were not concerned with the cosmetology-related majors and the curriculums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choi</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Beauty high schools, colleges and universities in Seoul</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>t-test</td>
<td>Differences were identified in preference and capability assessment of beauty teachers not only on the basis of types of make-up and clothing but also gender and their school type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>32 universities</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>QS</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>multiple regression</td>
<td>Practical training was helpful in their prior preparation for work, university and trainee aspect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunnik et al.</td>
<td>Netherlan ds</td>
<td>ANBOS, aestheticians</td>
<td>8, 7000</td>
<td>QLI, Diss, Rep, IV</td>
<td>Aestheticians are better trained for the improvement of safety and quality standards both technical and ethical in their field.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taher et al.</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Dermatologists working in tertiary care hospitals across Pakistan</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>QLI</td>
<td>Open-ended semistructured in depth IV</td>
<td>Thematic interactional analysis</td>
<td>Ethical dilemmas in dermatology are encountered in clinical practice. Peer discussion, reflections and protocols should be role modeled. Ethics education should be implemented through structured programmed as per guidelines of National Bioethics Committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ondogan &amp; Benli</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education of aestheticians and beauty service providers involve a large variety of subjects from aesthetics to health and from cosmetics to care. As well as high-quality education, improving personal and communication skills is also essential.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VII. CONCLUSION

The necessary effort must be exerted in order to improve the quality of cosmetologists and beauty services education. Therefore, to meet the need for qualified labor force in this sector, proper training, specializing and providing honest services are the crucial elements. This study suggests that an educational intervention on effective learning and teaching strategies have to be conducted. Other than that, cosmetology programmed also have to be developed as stand-alone programmed in public universities in Malaysia due to demands on this cosmetology field. This is part of research study so that, future studies will be discussed on soft skills in cosmetology field.
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